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The drama continues as the Blanks Family, a prominent family in the community, and the Harlot

Family battle it out.Secrets are revealed and sins of the past come back to haunt them all. As each

individual's faith is tested, how will they stand against the trials and tribulations of life while

continuing to run one of the largest Mega Churches in the city?Will the power of love be able to

overcome sin?Can the Blanks men pull it together and be the men of God they are supposed to

be?Church Whore 2 takes you on a journey of sin, redemption and the consequences of both!
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From all the characters the only ones living a decent life was Edem and Ruthie. The rest were crazy

off the hook with their bad behavior. How can they be church leaders with such behavior of cheating

on their wives. "Men of God" having sex with everyone on sight and get these other women

pregnant.The wives putting up with their cheating ways and bad behavior. Claiming for Jesus to

change these men. Really? The only one that was a true man of God was Edem. All the others were

lunatic characters including Lilith that is still fighting over a man that did care for her and that is even



dead. How much a woman can disrespect herself for a man. But I must admit even though it's a

messy story the plot is well developed and each character was well define

This one is so exciting from the beginning too the end! I will continue to read other books by Faith . I

brought this one yesterday afternoon and I finished today. In a few hours while relaxing. Onto the

next one! GREAT JOB!

The song says that trouble don't last always but it's hard to believe that when I comes to the Blanks

family. Just when you think everything is on the up & up, it's out of the frying pan, into the fire!!!

Guaranteed to leave you speechless.

This book was excellent it put you in the mindset of real life situations. It was also allowing the

reader to connect with the characters in the book. You grew to love them or hate them but you

related to them

What I like about this book is the profound use of Bible scriptures. This writer gives an inside view of

the church and clearly lets you know that pastors are men and woman of flesh and blood. They

make mistakes too!

Faith did her thang. This series is crazy (in a good way) I am hooked on the Church Whore. The

characters are well developed and I can't wait for the next installment.No spoilers.LORE

Awesome Book! Faith, this was a page turner, I read both books in two days. Well developed plot

and characters, patiently waiting for book 3

You go girl ! You are on to something , keep on pushing on and I will pray that God continues to

bless your talent! Your book gives us insight to how the devil can truly ruin lives
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